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Characteristics of Passenger-Car Travel 
on Toll Roads and Comparable Free Roads 

for Highway User Benefit Studies 
BY THE TRAFFIC OPERATIONS DIVISION 

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

Among the factors important to an accurate analysis of the benefits accruing 

to passenger-car users through highway improvements are the average overall 

rates of fuel consumption and speed by type of road, the effects of traffic imped- 

ances, the relative attractiveness of the different types of highway improvement 

benefits to motorists, and the value to motorists of time saving 

Data useful to passenger-car benefit studies in connection driving comfort. 

and increased 

with each of these factors were obtained in 1959 during the operation of a passen- 

ger vehicle on 8,000 miles of primary highways in 17 States. These data in- 

cluded rates of fuel consumption, overall speeds, speed changes identified by 

cause, and records of all traffic impedances. 

The study route included 14 sections of toll route where drivers traveling 

between two particular points have a choice between use of a modern controlled- 

access toll route or an alternate free route of lesser design quality. At each of 

these comparison sections, vehicle data were collected for trips on both the toll 

and free routes. In addition, interview stations were operated on each of the 

alternate routes to obtain information from the drivers using them. 

This report presents the findings of the study, including the average overall 

rates of fuel consumption and speed on major existing highways and on toll 

routes and the variation in these overall rates as affected by the frequency of 

driveways and cross roads, as well as the effects of traffic impedances on passen- 

ger-car operation. The report also shows the proportion of passenger-car users 

electing to use the toll route at each of the 14 toll route comparison sections, and 

the relative attractiveness to users of the types of benefit realized on both the 

toll routes and free routes. Finally, the data collected at the toll route compari- 

son sections were subjected to a separate analysis to obtain estimates of the 

value to motorists of the time saving and increased driving comfort achieved 

through highway improvements. 

Introduction 

OME OF THE FACTORS important to 

passenger-car benefit studies were investi- 

gated by the Bureau of Public Roads during 

the summer of 1959 by operating a passenger 

vehicle a distance of 14,000 miles on primary 

| in 17 Eastern States and collecting, 

during this travel, a variety of data relative 

to passenger-car operation and highway travel 

characteristics. Included as portions of the 

study route were 14 locations where a toll 

road and a major free route are in a position 

to serve the same traffic. These were taken 

to represent controlled-access highways of 

modern design, in the case of the toll roads, 

and typical primary highways lacking con- 

trolled access and some of the other important 

1Presenied at the 40th annual meeting of the Highway 

Research Board, Washington, D.C., January 1961. 

2 Dr, Claffey is also Associate Professor of Civil Engineer- 

ing, Catholic University, Washington, D.C. 
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modern design features, in the case of the 

corresponding free routes. At each of the 14 

locations several comparison runs were made 

on both the toll road and the free road. At 

the time of these test runs, interview stations 

were operated on each route to determine the 

relative use of the roads and to obtain trip 

purpose and driver preference data. 

Summary of Findings 

Fuel consumption and speed 

Several types of data useful in analyses of 

the benefits accruing to passenger-car users 

through highway improvement were developed 

in this study. Among these were average 

overall rates of fuel consumption and speed 

for operation on existing major 2-lane and 

4-lJane routes in both urban and rural areas 

and for operation on toll roads. These data 

showed that there was little difference between 

Reported! by PAUL J. CLAFFEY 

Highway Research Engineer ? 

overall speeds on 2-lane roads and 4-lane roads 

except on main urban routes of large cities 

outside of the downtown areas where overall 

speeds on the 4-lane routes were approximately 

25 percent greater than on the 2-lane routes. 

The greatest difference in average overall op- 

erating speed observed was between the 60.1 

m.p.h. average on rural 4-lane divided con- 

trolled-access routes and the 48-50 m.p.h. 

average on 2- and 4-lane rural routes without 

control of access. 

The fuel consumption rate on the rural 

4-lane divided controlled-access routes was 

about 12 percent greater than on the rural 

routes without control of access which, in turn, 

was about 15 percent greater than on urban 

routes. These differences in fuel consumption 

rates reflect the over-riding effect of speed on 

rate of fuel consumption. For the typical 

traffic volumes carried by existing thorough- 

fares having no access control, there was little 

difference either in speeds or in fuel consump- 

tion rates for operation on 4-lane routes as 

compared to operation on 2-lane routes. 

Traffic impedances 

Certain of the effects of traffic signals, access 

and cross without 

signal protection), and sharp curves on pas- 

senger-car operation, together with the aver- 

age frequencies of these impedances on the 

8,000 miles of major routes studied, are 

included in this report. The study vehicle 

was required to stop at 43 percent of the 

traffic lights encountered in urban areas and 

at 30 percent of those in rural areas. When 

stopped at traffic lights, there was an average 

stopped delay of 0.29 minute in urban areas 

points (driveways roads 

and 0.21 minute in rural areas. Also, the 

study vehicle was slowed by other vehicles 

entering or leaving driveways at 1 in every 

200 of the driveways encountered in urban 

areas and at 1 in every 125 of the driveways 

in rural These data, together with 

data on speed changes and on the average 

areas. 

frequencies of impedances, can be very useful 

in user benefit computations by providing a 

the effects traffic 

improvements which 

means of estimating on 

operations of highway 
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eliminate individual impedances or groups 

of impedances. 

Toll route comparison sections 

The relative use of toll routes and alternate 

free routes by drivers familiar with both 

routes, and the reasons given by drivers on 

the compared routes for using either the toll 

route or the free route, serve to show the 

relative attractiveness to passenger-car users 

of the different types of benefits arising from 

highway improvements. The type of benefit 

most important to motorists was found to be 

time saving, with an average of 80 percent 

of the passenger-car drivers on toll roads and 

21 percent of those on free roads stating they 

selected their travel route on the basis of 

time saving. The second most important 

reason given by passenger-car users for select- 

ing their route was greater comfort and con- 

venience. The highway benefits considered 

of least importance by passenger-car users in 

their selection of route were found to be 

greater safety and lower travel costs. Only 

15 percent of the free road users indicated 

that they were influenced not to use the toll 

road because of the cost factor. 

Monetary evaluations 

Analysis of the data for comparative toll 

road and free road trips arrived at an estimate 

of the average passenger-car user’s evaluation 

of time saving of 2.37 cents per minute of 

travel time saved, and an estimate of his 

evaluation of an improvement in driving 

conditions (measured in units of speed change 

reduction) of 0.048 cent per 1 m.p.h. reduc- 

tion in speed change. 

The estimate of the value of time saving 

was of a relatively high order of accuracy; but 

this was not so for the value of a speed change 

reduction, largely because there are pre- 

sumably significant factors affecting driving 

comfort and convenience which are not re- 

flected in speed changes. The value of each 

unit of speed change reduction, as computed 

in this study, is therefore somewhat high for 

general use as a measure of driving comfort 

benefit. However, it may be used to estimate 

driving comfort benefits arising from improve- 

ments which reduce the number of speed 

change units on roads similar to those for 

which the study data were obtained—primary 

rural roads without controlled access. 

Finally, the study arrived at the following 

estimates of the comfort and convenience 

benefits that users receive through given high- 

way improvements: Elimination of a traffic 

signal stop in rural areas, 4.32 cents; elimina- 

tion of a sharp curve, 0.72 cent; elimination of 

a slowdown (for a through vehicle) at an 

access point, 0.96 cent. 

Background for the Study 

An accurate determination of the benefits 

accruing to passenger-car users through high- 

way improvements of various kinds is of para- 

mount importance in highway user benefit 

studies. The number of passenger cars on the 

roads and streets and the volume of passenger- 

var travel accumulated each year presumably 

make the aggregate benefits from highway 
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improvement for this type of vehicle greater 

than the combined total for all other types of 

vehicles. 

Among the important factors in passenger- 

ear benefit studies are: (1) Fuel and time 

consumption both on thoroughfares having 

numerous traffic signals, access points, and 

sharp curves, and on divided highways with no 

traffic signals and fully controlled access, (2) 

the effect of traffic signals, access points, and 

curvature on highway vehicle operation, (3) 

the relative importance to motorists of the 

various types of benefit accruing through high- 

way improvements, and (4) estimates of the 

value to the motorists of the time saving and 

increased driving comfort accruing to users 

through highway improvements. These items 

are concerned both with the overall effects of 

certain types of highway improvement on 

passenger-car operations and with the values 

drivers place on improved travel conditions. 

Numerous other factors having important 

effects on passenger-car user benefits, such as 

the relationship between highway design char- 

acteristics and accident rates, the effect of 

surface conditions and vehicle speeds on 

vehicle maintenance costs, and the value of 

reduced travel distance, are not included in 

this study. 

Fuel and time consumption in passenger-car 

operation is affected by several highway 

factors, including length, relation of capacity 

to average daily traffic, the frequencies of 

sharp curves, intersections at grade, and 

driveway entrances, surface type, and gradi- 

ents. Some data are currently available on 

the fuel and time consumption of passenger 

cars as affected by each of these factors, and 

several studies have been made of the overall 

fuel and time consumption of passenger cars 

operating over limited distances under a 

particular set of highway conditions (1, 2).! 

However, for benefit studies of large-scale 

improvement projects more information is 

needed on overall average speeds and average 

fuel-consumption rates for operation on 

typical present-day highways and on highways 

constructed to the highest design standards. 

Predictions of the time and fuel benefits to 
arise through a general highway improvement 

program. can be made by summing the savings 

for each item of improvement, such as elimi- 

nation of intersections at grade and addition 

of traffic lanes. However, time and fuel 

savings computed in this manner should be 

compared with the difference in overall fuel 

and time consumption of highways of the 

general type as that involved in a particular 

analysis, and highways built to high standards, 

to guard against inadvertently inflating bene- 

fits by counting the same items of benefit 

more than once. Moreover, average overall 

values of time and fuel consumption for oper- 

ation on roads which have intersections at 

grade, frequent access points, and sharp 

curves, and for operation on divided highways 

with full control of access, can often be used 

to make preliminary estimates of the fuel and 

time savings to result from a particular major 

highway improvement project. 

1Ttalic numbers 

page 176, 

in parentheses represent references, 

Traffic impedances such as traffic lights, 

access points, and sharp curves affect vehicle 

operation by forcing drivers to make un- 

desired stops and slowdowns. These speed 

changes not only increase fuel and time con-. 

sumption but are annoying to drivers. As an 

aid to estimating the extent of the benefits 

to accrue to motorists through highway im- 

provements that eliminate these impedances, 

information should be available on the 

frequency of the different types of impedances, 

the average speed changes caused by each 

impedance, and, in the case of stops for traffic 

signals and stop signs, the average duration 

of the stopped delays. 

An aspect of user benefit analysis of signifi- 

cance in connection with passenger-car benefit 

studies is the relative preference of users for 

the various types of benefit arising through 

highway improvement. Information on the 

relative attractiveness to motorists of reduced 

travel cost, time saving, greater safety, and 

increased driving comfort can be of material 

assistance in the computation of benefits by 

providing a guide to the kinds of improvement 

most desired by users and to the relative 

advantages, from the users’ point of view, of 

the types of benefit realized from these 

improvements. 

A knowledge of motorists’ evaluation of 

two of the benefits brought about by highway | 

improvements—time saying and _ increased 

driving comfort—is of paramount importance 

in passenger-car benefit studies. Many high- 

way improvements, particularly those on a 

large scale in rural areas, bring about higher 

average operating speeds. Since for the nor- 

mal range of passenger-car speeds in rural 

areas the operating costs for fuel, oil, and 

maintenance increase with increased speed, 

these improvements frequently result in in- 

creased operating costs (3). Consequently, 
most of the benefits accruing to passenger-car 

users through highway improvement are those 

associated with time saving, increased driving 

comfort, and safety. The benefits to users 

resulting from reductions in accident rates 

through road improvements are subject to 

continuing study and research. The mone- 

tary values to users of time saving and in- 

creased driving comfort have an importance 

in benefit analyses at least as great as accident 
cost saving, and warrant thorough investi- 

gation, 

The Study Operation 

The study vehicle 

The vehicle used for the study was a 1959 

six-cylinder, four-door, standard station wagon 

of popular make, equipped with automatic 

shift. It was necessary to use the station 

wagon rather than a sedan or other type of 

passenger car in order to provide sufficient 

interior space to carry the bulky equipment 

for recording study data. However, it is 

believed that the data collected are represent- 

ative of passenger-car operation. Although 

the study vehicle was comparatively new and 

had been operated only 3,380 miles at the 

beginning of the study, it was placed on a 

dynamometer and its engine performance was 
e 
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given a special check immediately preceding 

the beginning of the trip. All engine defects 

discovered at this time, however minor, were 

corrected. In the 2-month study period, dur- 

ing which the vehicle covered over 14,000 

miles of travel, all recommendations of the 

manufacturer in regard to vehicle care and 

maintenance were strictly adhered to. 

The gross weight of the vehicle when loaded 

with the data collecting equipment and carry- 

ing both the vehicle operator and the observer 

was 4,900 pounds. The frontal cross section 

of the vehicle itself was 6 feet wide by 5 feet 

high, the same as for a passenger car of the 

same make, but the total cross section was in- 

creased by an open-top wooden box affixed to 

the roof of the vehicle to support and protect 

a gasoline-powered generator, needed to pro- 

vide electrical power to operate the data- 

collecting equipment located inside the station 

wagon. This box added 1! feet to the vehicle 

height for almost the full width of its roof. 

The full cross section of the vehicle when 

equipped for collecting data was thus 6 feet 

wide by 61% feet high. 

Data-collecting equipment 

The data-collecting equipment (described in 

detail in the following paragraphs) consisted 

of an electronic device for measuring distance 

and speed data, an automatic printer for re- 

cording distance, speed, and time data, a code 

box for manually adding code numbers to the 

printer record tape, a fuelmeter, and several 

hand counters. 

The items of electronic equipment were 

interconnected as a unit called the ‘‘traffic 

impedance analyzer’’ (see fig. 1). The instru- 

ment for measuring distance and speed was 

actuated by a flexible cable connection to the 

cable of the vehicle’s speedometer. The output 

information from this instrument was directed 

as a series of electrical impulses into the 

automatic printer through appropriate elec- 

trical connections. The printer recorded auto- 

matically at intervals of one second on a strip 

of paper tape, registering the travel distance to 

hundredths of a mile (from a fixed point, 

usually the beginning point of a study run), the 

vehicle speed to the nearest mile per hour, 

and the elapsed time in seconds since leaving 

the initial point of the study run. 

A manual code box with 20 push buttons 

arranged in two columns of 10 buttons each 

enabled the observer to record any number 

from 0 through 9 in each of two columns of the 

printer tape, changing the numbers each 

second if necessary. A typical sample of the 

printer tape is shown in figure 2. A recent 

article in Pusnic Roaps contains a full de- 

scription of the traffic impedance analyzer and 

an explanation of the operation of its com- 

ponent parts (4). However, at the time this 

study was made the automatically recording 

fuelmeter described in that article was not 

yet fully developed for use in the traffic 

impedance analyzer. 

Vehicle fuel consumption data were obtained 

by using a bellows-type fuelmeter connected 

to the gasoline line of the vehicle between the 

fuel pump and the carburetor. The instru- 

ment was mounted on the right side of the 
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Figure 1.—The traffic impedance analyzer equipment, mounted on the rear seat of the 

study vehicle. 

front seat of the vehicle so as to be easily read 

by the observer who sat on the rear seat. 

The fuelmeter, which gave fuel consumption 

readings to the nearest one-sixtieth of a gallon, 

was read and the data recorded by the ob- 

server at each study check point (as described 

below under test procedure). Fuel consump- 

tion data so obtained were frequently checked 

for accuracy during the study by comparing 

the difference in fuel readings between suc- 

cessive additions to the fuel tank with the 

quantity of fuel put into the tank as measured 

by the gasoline station fuel pump. 

Study route 

The 8,000-mile study route ran north from 

Washington, D.C., by way of Elizabeth, N.J., 

to Syracuse, N.Y.; thence east to Boston, 

Mass., and north to Portland, Maine. From 

Portland the route ran westward through 

Syracuse and Buffalo, N.Y., Toledo, Ohio, 
Elkhart, Ind., Springfield, Ill., and Hannibal, 

Mo., to Wichita, Kans. From Wichita the 

route ran south through Tulsa and Oklahoma 

City, Okla., to Fort Worth, Tex.; thence 

eastward through New Orleans, La., and along 

the Gulf coast to Tallahassee, Fla., and south- 

ward to West Palm Beach, Fla. From West 

Palm Beach the route ran northward through 

Daytona Beach and Jacksonville, Fla., 

Savannah, Ga., and Richmond, Va., to Wash- 

ington, D.C. The termini of each of the free 

road sections of the study route, together 

with their route numbers, are listed in table 1 

in the order in which the data were obtained. 

All toll road comparison sections are listed in 

table 2. 

Operating procedure 

On each section of the route for which data 

were collected, the study vehicle was operated 

from one end of the section to the other in a 

Peter is Speed in miles 

Lo e7 322 sali per hour 
he 7 ObRe2G 7a’ 
Hie epee 21 ees __ Distance in 
ee ale aan hundredths 

S) ff Sh il 
L972 0 Pt Cie 
tee ab oresot \ 
4970232552h Manual code 

ATA oe oe o-a 42d Time in seconds 
4 9 6 Bl2 3 2 One 

Figure 2.—Typical record sample from the 
traffic impedance analyzer. 
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Table 1.—Free road study sections ! 

No. Initial point End point Route 

304) Braman, Oklas ss Bele ee TMU Sas © Kee eee eee ee U.S. 177, 77, 75 
31 | Oklahoma City, Okla___-_---- Oklahoma City, Okla.?__-_-__- WES 26 
OD WE OOTOO Ki Sine = 2 eee aes vane buatelien (OMe = ee U.S. 77 
Seu Mees, Modal AR ee ee Dallashiex Se) those ee U.S. 80 
4S | WE OLE VOU GD nals OXe eee ae Malas Pex. soles seas e Dallas-Fort Worth Tpk. 

350 eDaligswextae = eee IDaAS Vex 0c sewn an ees eee U.S. 80 
SOc MOOTeVOPOnt, ase. soe eee ee Shreveport, ua.2. 2822 eee ee U.S. 80, 71 
SES Orevep Or bpaidizes 2 eee eee ae BatonsOuce rides aes U.S. 71, 190 
Soi BavOleROUsE hig ase ae eae Baton) Rowpe, Wat. sees See U.S. 61 
39 j-Gonzalez.| astm eee eee New Orleans, La.-----.------- USS. 61 

400| New Onlesns-sae-eece tee New Orleans, La... _-.-------- U.S. 90 
41 New Orleans, suacs 1 eee e TBHN al ING RS See ee ey U.S. 90 
AD BVO KI VSS eee see Ce Biloxi, ViISS 2 tee =n eee eee U.S. 90 
ASG Billo kiowVliGS Re see Seo es Mobile: cA lat=2= = eee U.S, 90 
44-1 Mobile; Alas "esse Se =e IMO Dies Ala ee eee oe oe ee U.S. 90 

AD Sl VIO DULG; eA aa. see See ee 2 Chiplevagh tas aaa ae U.S. 90 
AGa| MERON eIOncOrel Aa sa= ese eran ee Daytona Beach, Fla__-_------- WS Al 
47 | Daytona Beach, Fla__________ Daytona Beach, Fla.2_________ WEStel 
48) Jacksomville, Blasi. 2225 sooo = Jacksonville; EF lateere sooner (iatSie 15 akze 
AGT ACKSOM VAG yal ie ae eee wee Se iWioo dbinei Gace s=s= sameeren Ue Siz 

DOs MO ey aN ala Cee eee ae = Savannah Ga), 3eaeeweeee es eo WES wiz 
Ole evar deeville so, Gl see se ae Walterboro, Ss @ mess esn = UES ae LaGeA 
2a aVVeLLer DOLO Wwe: © mae eens ae SUMIMOeKGON so. © == Wesel 
iy IMEE hav ub akeey Si Ole oe Se ee ilorenceys sO season oe U.S. 301 
Baroy RO VEamCi Ns Oee aes Sy see UUle NO Se oe ee U.S. 301 

bo =| HayettevillentN, Coe se.) sane Rayettevilley Ns G.22ses=. es U.S. 301, 401 
HOw Rael on IN Oar wee Maleighs NG y2 sae ee U.S. 401 
SiaeRaleishs IN Ciaee ener INOonlinay IN), Cae eeeees aaa = UEsai 
Sale SOU MM ELT.) N/a) see eae ee ae JENA Oe, Wy at eS bESaL 
595 Peters pure Vee ees eee Richmond Vid leee ees ee US 
GOs Ev UGH OT. Cl ss 21,52 seers oe Petersburg, Va.5__--_--___---- Richmond-Petersburg Tpk. 

i Sections 34 and 60 are toll roads, 
2 Through city, from city limit to city limit. 
3 From the center of the city to the city limit. 
4 From downtown to the residential area. 
5 For section 59, from south city limit of Petersburg to north city limit of Richmond; for section 60 the same terminals 

but in the opposite direction. 

Table 2.—Free road and toll road comparison study sections 4 

Initial point End point Free road route Toll road route 

izabephyNe sess eee see 

Utica, N.Y Syracuse, N.Y 
Harriman, N.Y Syracuse, N.Y 

Massachusetts line 
Kittery, Maine 
Indiana line 
Ohio line 
Wellington, Kans 

Portsmouth, N.H 
Portland, Maine 
Toledo, Ohio 
Elkhart, Ind 
Wichita, Kans == 22 = 

Topeka, Kans 
Oklahoma City, Okla 
Miami, Okla 
Fort Pierce, Fla 

iWachitasikKans ss. ====== 
Ean Say @ kl ae anes eae ae 
Tulsa, Okla 
West Palm Beach, Fla_-__- 

1 Three trips were made on each pair of comparison routes. 

manner as closely typical of the passenger 

cars in the traffic stream as possible. This 

was done by having the vehicle “float” with 

the traffic; that is, operate so as to be passed 

by about the same number of vehicles as it 

overtook and passed. 

During each test run the traffic impedance 

analyzer automatically recorded on the printer 

tape, once each second, the speed, distance, 

and time. The observer, continuously alert 

to traffic conditions and highway elements 

affecting vehicle speed, made use of the manual 

code box to record on the printer tape, at each 

speed change, a code number to identify the 

highway factor or traffic event causing the 

speed change. The left column of code num- 

bers (on the code box and as recorded on the 

tape) identified highway and traffic factors 

such as number of lanes or whether the high- 

way was divided or not; the right column code 

numbers identified traffic events such as 
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Delaware Memorial Bridge_-___ 
Delaware Memorial Bridge__-_- 
Delaware Memorial Bridge_-_-__ 

New Jersey Turnpike. 
New Jersey Turnpike. 
New Jersey Turnpike. 
New York Thruway. 
New York Thruway. dzicidc 
New Hampshire Turnpike. 
Maine Turnpike. 
Ohio Turnpike. 
Indiana Toll Road, 
Kansas Turnpike. adddd 

Kansas Turnpike, 
Turner Turnpike. 
Will Rogers Turnpike. 
Sunshine State Parkway. nintnin ininininin inidintatn qqqaq 

traffic signals or a vehicle suddenly entering 

from a side road and causing the test vehicle 

to reduce speed. The complete code used 

was as follows: 

Left column: 

1. 2- or 3-lane rural; free-moving traffic. 

2. 2-lane rural; trailing another vehicle and 

unable to pass. 

4- or more lane rural without access control. 

4- or more lane rural, divided, with access 

control. 

2- or 3-lane urban; free-moving traffic. 

4- or more lane urban; free-moving traffic. 

2- or 3-lane urban; congested traffic con- 

ditions. 

8. 4- or more lane urban; congested traffic 

conditions. 

9. 2-, 3-, or 4-lane urban, one-way; free-moy- 

ing traffie conditions. 

0. 2-, 3-, or 4-lane urban, one-way; congested 

traffic conditions. 

He W 

MD 

Right column: 

Check point. 

Traffic signal. 

Stop sign or flashing red signal, if stopped; 

otherwise, trailing a truck. 

4. Sharp curve or turn, if slowed down; rail- 

road crossing if stopped. 

5. Residential driveway where entering or 

leaving vehicle affected the study vehicle. 

6. Commercial driveway where entering or 

leaving vehicle affected the study vehicle. 

7. Overtaking and passing maneuver by study 

vehicle. 

8. Effect of schoolbus in rural areas; 

double-parked vehicles in urban areas. 

Vehicle turning into highway from cross 

road and affecting the study vehicle. 

0. Blank. 

The observer manually recorded on a sepa- 

rate data sheet the clock time, vehicle odometer 

reading, fuelmeter reading, and fuel tempera- 

ture, at each of several check points on each 

test run. The check points were places where 

the character of the highway changed abrupt- 

thy, LOene example, each point where a highway 

entered or left an urban area, even though it 

was only a small town, was recorded as a check 

point. Check points were located in this 

manner to make possible an analysis of the 

data by type of highway and character of 

traffic conditions. Check point locations were 

recorded on the printer tape by using code 

number 1 in the right-hand code column. 

Since all check points were selected in advance 

of the test runs, it was a relatively simple 

matter to go over the printer tape after com- 

pletion of each run and write on the tape a 

complete identification of each check point. 

The clock time and vehicle odometer reading 

recorded for each check point constituted a 

check on the operation of the electronic 

measuring and recording equipment. 

The numbers of access points were recorded 

for each study section, using hand counters. 

A separate count was made for cross roads 

and cross streets, residential driveways, and 

commercial driveways. Each intersecting 

highway or street was counted as one cross 

road regardless of whether it actually crossed 

the study route or terminated at it. All 

residential driveways and all entrances and 

exits to commercial establishments on both 

sides of the route, on divided as well as 

undivided highways, were included in the total 

count of access points. Where a commercial 

entrance was very wide, each 40 feet of width 

was counted as one access point. The ob- 

server counted commercial and residential 

driveways with two hand counters, while the 

vehicle operator counted cross roads with a 

third hand counter. 

oS 

or 
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Toll route comparison sections 

On each of 14 sections of the study route 

designated as toll route comparison sections, 

users desiring to travel from one end of the 

section to the other had a choice between 

using a major nontoll highway built to stand- 

ards associated with roads of uncontrolled 

access and a toll road built to conform with 

the highest design standards (see table 2). 
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_ Table 3.—Average overall speeds and rates of fuel consumption of station wagon on primary 
routes, by type of route and number of traffic lanes 

Average overall rate of fuel consumption 

1 Exclusive of small towns. 

At each of these sections a special study was 

carried out to obtain directly comparable data 

of passenger-car operations on the toll roads 

and the alternate free routes. For each com- 

parison section the termini were common to 

both routes. In most cases, the toll road 

routes included short sections of free route at 

each end to connect the toll routes to the free 

routes at the common end points. 

At each toll route comparison section three 

test runs were made, traveling on the free 

road from the designated initial point to the 

end point and returning on the toll road. 

Special runs made on the New York Thruway, 

where the most severe terrain conditions were 

found, demonstrated that there was no signif- 

icant difference in the toll road data by 

direction of travel. The operation of the 

vehicle on test runs and the kinds of data 

collected on each run were the same as de- 

scribed above for all test runs, except that on 

the toll road the electronic recording equip- 

ment was operated for only one toll road test 

run at each comparison section. It was not 

considered necessary to the conduct of the 

study to operate the traffic impedance ana- 

lyzer to record speed changes for more than 

one toll road run because of the inherent 

uniformity of speeds encountered in toll road 

operations. 

Analysis of Study Vehicle Data 

Four separate analyses were made of the 

data collected: (1) A comparison of average 

overall speeds and rates of fuel consumption 

of a passenger vehicle operating on highways 

with the highest design standard (toll roads) 

as compared with operation on major thorough- 

fares without access control and without many 

of the other modern design features; (2) 

determination of the effect on the passenger- 

vehicle operation on major thoroughfares, of 

traffic signals, access points, and sharp curves; 

(3) an analysis of the relative use of toll and 

free routes; and (4) an investigation of the 

average motorist’s evaluation of the time 

saving and improved driving comfort resulting 

from highway improvement. 

Fuel and time consumption 

The overall average speed and fuel consump- 

tion rate of the study vehicle were determined 

for the distance between each successive 

check point of each section of the study route. 

These were computed from the recorded 
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Average overall 
speed in miles Lie ee Pe ek. ing 3 

per hour ] ay: 
Type of route In gallons per mile | In miles per gallon 

2-lane 4-lane 2-lane 4-lane 2-lane 4-lane 
route route route route route route 

Controlled-access rural divided highways__-__-_-_---_} ---_-- 60. Le. eee Os097 |e ee Tilia 1 
Routes without controlled access: 

Riumns-TOgds ihe <= oS ee Sa ee eae Se 49.7 47.8 0.08 .08 IPs Wes 
Main urban routes in large cities: 

DYOWMELO Wi AlCaS &--5- > = re eee ee ee ee 23.0 24.3 08 .07 rales 14.3 
Outsidesdownto wi areasses- sae So ee 24.9 steal .07 .07 14.3 14.3 

Main urban routes in small towns-_--__------------ 29. 6 27.2 07 07 14.3 14.3 

elapsed time, fuel consumption, and distance 

data. The speeds and rates of fuel consump- 

tion computed for all portions of highway 

having the same general travel characteristics 

were then grouped together and the average 

values found for each group—rural divided 

controlled-access highways (the toll roads) ; 

and primary routes in rural areas, in urban 

downtown areas, in urban areas outside the 

downtown area, and in small towns. 

The results, presented in table 3, demon- 

strate the general overall effects, on vehicle 

speeds and rates of fuel consumption, of those 

improvements which would consist of an in- 

crease in the number of traffic lanes from two 

to four, and of those improvements which 

bring about the upgrading of the typical pri- 

mary highway of uncontrolled access to the 

level of routes designed to the highest stand- 

ards (toll roads). The speeds and rates of fuel 

consumption on rural routes were about the 

same for both 2-lane and 4-lane roads but both 

were higher on toll routes as compared to free 

routes for the typical traffic volumes using the 

routes. The slightly lower average overall 

speed shown for 4-lane rural roads with no 

control of access as compared to 2-lane rural 

roads was undoubtedly due to the much 

higher traffic volumes encountered on the 

4-lane roads. 

On free routes in urban areas, except in 

small towns, the average speeds were greater 

on 4-lane than on 2-lane roads, but in one 

case the fuel consumption rates were about 

the same. In small towns the average overall 

speed was higher for 2-lane roads than for 

4-lane roads, probably because of the greater 

frequency of traffic signal stops on 4-lane 

routes (see table 4). The values in table 3 

provide general indications but are inconclu- 

sive for direct computation of user benefits 

since they do not differentiate according to 

traffic volumes. They are useful, however, as 

overall checks on time and fuel benefits 

computed by other means. 

Effect of driveways and cross roads 

The variation in the average overall speeds 

and fuel consumption rates of the study vehicle 

as related to the frequency of driveways and 

nonsignalized intersections (cross roads) on 

primary 2-lane rural roads is shown in figure 3. 

This figure may be used to estimate the effects 

on passenger-car time and fuel consumption 

to result through improvements reducing the 

frequency of access points on primary 2-lane 

rural roads for the ranges of average daily 

traffic volumes typical of such roads. 

Figure 3 shows that where there were fewer 

than two cross roads per mile, both the average 

overall speed and the average rate of fuel con- 

sumption decreased with an increase in the 

frequency of driveways from less than 10 to 

10-20 driveways per mile. However, only the 

average overall speed continued to deer 

when the frequency of driveways was more 

than 20 per mile. 

ase 

When the number of cross roads per mile 

exceeded 2, average overall speeds increased 

slightly with an increase in driveway frequency 

from less than 10 to 10-20 per mile. This 

slight increase reflects the circumstance that in 

mountainous terrain, where there are likely to 

be few farm entrances, road grades adversely 

affect vehicle speeds; while in flat or rolling 

terrain, where there is usually a greater fre- 

quency of farms, road grades are more con- 

ducive to higher overall speeds. It will be 

noted that average overall speed dropped 

abruptly for a driveway frequency in excess of 

20 per mile. 

When there were more than 2 cross roads per 

mile, no change in rate of fuel consumption 

resulted for an increase in driveway frequency 

from less than 10 per mile to 10-20 per mile. 

However, an increase in driveway frequency to 

over 20 per mile resulted in an appreciable 

reduction in fuel consumption, presumably due 

to the decreased speeds brought about by the 

increased frequency of driveways. 

Traffic signals, access points, and sharp 
curves 

Certain of the effects of traffic signals, 

access points, and sharp curves on passenger- 

car operation and the frequency of occurrence 

of these impedances were computed, using data 

collected with the traffic impedance analyzer. 

These are presented in table 4, differentiated 

according to whether the impedances were in 

rural or urban areas. 

One important effect of a traffic impedance 

is to cause changes in vehicle speeds. The 

average number of speed change units shown 

in table 4 for each of the three impedances is 

the average for each impedance of the arith- 

metic sum of all speed changes associated with 

the movement of a vehicle past the impedance, 

each speed change unit being a change in speed 

of 1m.p.h. For example, if a vehicle approach- 

ing a traffic signal at 50 m.p.h. slows to 25 

m.p.h., increases speed to 30 m.p.h., and then 

slows to a stop followed later by an increase in 

speed back to 50 m.p.h., the total number of 

speed change units would be (50—25)+ (30 

— 25) + (30—0) + (50—0)=110 units of speed 

change, All single speed changes of 3 m.p.h. 

or less were ignored. 

The percentage of traffic signals at which 

the study vehicle was stopped and the average 

duration of traffic signal stops, as well as the 

percentage of commercial and_ residential 

driveways at which the study vehicle was 

slowed by vehicles entering or leaving the 

traffic stream, are included in table 4 as im- 

portant impedance effects for cons:deration in 

benefit studies. 
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AVERAGE FUEL CONSUMPTION 
RATE IN GALLONS PER MILE 

AVERAGE OVERALL SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR 

OVER 2 CROSS ROADS 
PER MILE 

a 
10 TO 20 

DRIVEWAYS PER MILE 
Figure 3.—Average overall speeds and fuel consumption rates on primary 2-lane rural 

roads as affected by frequency of driveways and cross roads. 

The study vehicle was stopped by 43 percent 

of the traffic signals encountered in urban 

areas and by 30 percent of those in rural areas, 

with an average stopped delay of 0.29 minute 

and 0.21 minute in urban and rural areas, 

respectively. 

The percentage of driveways at which the 

study vehicle was slowed by vehicles entering 

or leaving the highway at driveways was 0.5 

percent (1 in 200) in urban areas and 0.8 per- 

cent (1 in 125) in rural areas. The average 

number of driveway access points per mile 

on the free routes studied was 50.2 in urban 

areas and 11.0 in rural areas. The average 

distances traveled by the study vehicle be- 

tween driveways at which an entering or 

leaving vehicle caused a slowdown were com- 

puted, using these values, and were found to be 

4 miles in urban areas and 11 miles in rural 

areas. 

The amount of saving in fuel and time con- 

sumption that would accrue to users through 

the elimination of slowdowns due to driveway 
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entrances and stops due to traffic signals can be 

computed using these data together with data 

on the fuel and time consumed by highway 

vehicles for stop-and-go and slowdown oper- 

ations (1). 

The usefulness to benefit studies of the speed 

change data shown in table 4 will be described 

in a later section of this article, in connection 

with the value to users of improved driving 

comfort. 

Relative Use of Toll and Alternate 

Free Routes 

Roadside interviews were conducted at 

stations on both the toll road and the alternate 

free route at each toll route comparison section 

on which the study vehicle was operated, to 

obtain information both on the relative use 

of the two routes and on the factors affecting 

user selection of one route in preference to the 

other. The drivers of all passenger cars 

operating in the direction from the initial 

Table 4.—Frequency on primary highways 
of traffic signals, access points, and sharp 
curves, and their effect on operation of | 
the study vehicle 

Average number of impedances per 
mile: 

A rathie sig NA] See eee ee en 

Residential driveways 
Commercial driveways ? 
All driveways 2 
Cross roads 

Effects of impedances on study ve- 
hicle: 

Traffic signals at which study 
vehicle was stopped__percent_- 

Average stopped delay at traffic 
signals minutes__ 

Average number of speed change 
units 3 per traffic signal stop__- 

Driveways 2 at which study ve- 
hicle was slowed by entering 
or leaving vehicle____percent__ 

Average number of speed change 
units 2 per driveway ? at 
which study vehicle was 
slowed by entering or leaving 
Vehicle. 343225) Seee eras 

Average number of speed change 
units ? per sharp curve 

10.05 for 2-lane roads; 0.20 for 4-lane roads. i 
2For wide commercial entrances, each 40 feet of width | 

was counted as one access point. 
3 The number of speed change units for any impedance is | 

the arithmetic sum of speed changes associated with the — 
impedance. 

point to end point of each comparison section 

during a 1-day interview period (8 a.m.-8 

p.m.) were stopped at each interview station 

and asked the following questions: 

1. What is the origin of this trip? 

(If the origin reported was the city 

in which the initial point of the com- 

parison section was located, the 

driver was asked to give the street 

address.) 

2. What is the destination of this 

trip? 

3. What is the purpose of this 

trip? 
4. Why are you using this route 

rather than the alternate toll/free 

route? 

The two interview stations for each com- | 

parison section were operated by the highway 

department of the State in which the particu- 

lar section was located, during the week that 

the test runs were being made. 

The data obtained at the roadside interview 

stations at both the toll and free routes of 

each of the 14 toll route comparison sections 

were analyzed to determine the relative use 

of high-type roads on which a toll is levied 

and alternate free routes of lower design stand- 

ards. Since the interview data included trip 

purposes and driver responses to the interview | 

question regarding drivers’ reasons for select- 

ing whichever route they were interviewed on, 

it was possible to extend the analysis to show 

the relative importance of some of the factors 

influencing driver choice of route. 

In computing the percentage of the drivers 

electing to use the toll road at each comparison 

section (as given in table 6), only drivers 

going the full length of the comparison section 

whose trips originated at the initial point of 

the particular section were included. Drivers 

whose trips originated beyond the origin city 
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Table 5.—Drivers’ reasons for choice of toll road or comparable free road, by route and by 
purpose of trip ! 

Percentage of drivers using selected route for— 
Number f 

of il 
Section No. or purpose drivers Greater | 

responding Time Greater Less comfort All other 
saving safety costly and con- reasons 

venience 

DRIVERS ON TOLL ROADS, BY ROUTE SECTION 

oe Slee ee Ee eM pees Bree Sas 94 66 3 18 12 
LS wena yee e, S en Oe Be 65 83 2 9 6 
Se en oe en Se a eee ee a 321 71 5 20 4 
De nea eee aay ee De 281 84 5 4 yi 
Dee eee: 5S Sa Es SR Ee a ae te 84 71 4 0 21 4 

Ed arate RE My Me 68 21 Sg oe 3, 26) 82 1 (2) 11 6 
hae SRR Oe AE EE ee Sen ee ee 689 78 3 0 15 4 
Ga St a 5 See 2 Foc ee ne Sas eee en 4,214 81 5 2 12 0 
Be PO SE ES Oe Oe ey es 154 79 5 0 8 8 
iS meee aes ek ee Pe 126 76 7 0 14 3 

DRIVERS ON TOLL AND FREE ROADS, BY TRIP PURPOSE 

Work: 
ARG) Wis oe en EE Ase eee erred 2, 440 83 33 2 ii 7 
IHG Ce teats ee ee oe ahs AP a | 2, 995 25 0 16 20 39 

Shop: 
ARCO Bee © ee SES pe Re a re oe 118 83 4 1 6 6 
CO wach een es we eT ae el 590 31 0 9 23 BY 

Vacation: 
[DOU See ee eee ek ee ee aN 4, 784 81 4 (2) 6 ) 
EI CORES Serres tee) Pot CA ime! ME Mes 2, 864 12 (2) iC 15 63 

Other social or recreition: 
[RO] Seer ee A ee eee 1, 286 7 3 (?) 11 8 
TCG Sete ee See el ass res ie ewes hg ee 1, 497 24 (2) 11 24 41 

Other: 
AO) OS Fas Ee Oe ae we ee ie 66) 73 4 1 9 13 
dp yeyhe het 0 io ad peed Ce es ee 627 32 0 14 19 35 

Total: 
4 ROHS se Ne a Ro ee 2 ee 9, 288 89 4 i! a 8 
JE Rie mre: Sl Nate ee eee Oe bale Se, 8, 573 21 (2) 13 19 47 

Grange tOvaleees soe ee eee ee ee oe on 17, 861 52 2 6 13 Af 
1 

1 See table 2 for routes and terminal points of comparison sections. 
analysis was incomplete. 

2 Percentage negligible. 

were excluded because it was felt that these 

drivers were not local people and not suffi- 

ciently aware of the travel characteristics of 

the comparable routes to make a rational 

choice. Drivers whose trips originated or 

ended at intermediate points were excluded 

since, in most cases, they would have to go 

an appreciable distance out of their way to 

make use of the alternate route. 

Two significant items of information useful 

in passenger-car user benefit studies were 

brought out by the interview study: The rela- 

tive importance of the factors inducing 

passenger-car users to elect to use a free road 

when a toll route is available; and the effect 

of trip purpose on the relative importance to 

passenger-car users of the factors inducing 

them to use either toll routes or free routes. 

Reasons for choice of route 

The upper portion of table 5 shows for 10 of 

the toll route comparison sections the break- 

down of the toll road user responses to the 

interview inquiry as to why they elected to 

use the toll road instead of the free road. 

The reasons given by all drivers responding 

to this inquiry were included, whether or not 

their trip originated at the initial point of 

the comparison. 

The breakdown of avowed reasons for using 

toll roads shows that between 66 and 84 

percent of the toll road users elected to use the 

toll route rather than the free route to save 

time, 1 to 7 percent for reasons of safety, 
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Sections 8, 9, 10, and 2) are omitted beca’se data 

2 percent or less to save money, up to 21 

percent for improved driving comfort and 

convenience, and up to 12 percent for other 

reasons. Time saving was obviously the 

most important single factor inducing drivers 

to travel on toll roads, with improved driving 

comfort and convenience second in impor- 

tance. Greater safety appeared to be a 

relatively modest factor; and cost was 

negligible, as would be expected. These data 

indicate that from the passenger-car users’ 

point of view the highway improvements 

which bring about the greatest benefits are 

those which reduce time consumption and 

improve driving comfort and convenience. 

The lower portion of table 5 shows for the 

same 10 toll routes and free routes the analysis 

of reasons given by the drivers for electing 

to use the route they were interviewed on, for 

each of five categories of trip purpose: Work, 

shop, vacation, social or recreation other 

than vacation, and all others. 

Considering the total responses, an average 

of 21 percent of free road users indicated that 

they decided to travel on the free road to save 

time, 19 percent made the choice for greater 

driving comfort and convenience, 13 percent 

to save money, and 47 percent for other 

reasons. Only a negligible number of the free 

road users thought travel by the free route 

was safer. It will be noted that the most 

common reasons given by free road users for 

using the free route were those in the category 

of “all others,’ which included less driving 

monotony, desire to shop or visit at points 

on the free route, see a particular view, and 

mechanical difficulty with the vehicle. It 

appears that on the free roads, as on the toll 

roads, when only factors associated with the 

highway itself are considered, time saving and 

improved driving comfort and convenience 

are of the greatest importance to the passenger- 

car user. The percentage of passenger-car 

users that used the free route for reasons of 

greater comfort and convenience was appreci- 

ably higher than the percentage of toll road 

users giving this reason, which may be 

explained by the greater frequency and wider 

choice of restaurants, motels, and gasoline 

service stations on the free routes. 

Considering individual trip purposes, the 

toll road users indicated that the relative im- 

portance of the various reasons for using the 

toll road was about the same regardless of trip 

purpose, except that the toll road users travel- 

ing to or from work or on shopping excursions 

were influenced somewhat more by time sav- 

ing and less by comfort and convenience than 

were other users. For free road users the rela- 

tive importance of the reasons for using the 

free route were also nearly the same for all trip 

purposes except that most users on vacation 

used the free road for ‘‘other’’ reasons. Only 

a relatively small percentage of free road users 

on vacation used the free road either to save 

time or for greater driving comfort. In general 

these data indicate that there is no appreciable 

overall difference in the importance to users of 

the various types of benefit by trip purpose. 

Motorist’s Evaluation of Time Saving 

and Increased Driving Comfort 

The data collected at the roadside interview 

stations and by operation of the study vehicle 

on the toll roads and alternate free routes at 

the toll route comparison sections were ana- 

lyzed to obtain estimates of the value to mo- 

torists of the time saving and the greater driv- 

ing comfort and convenience they expected or 

experienced when operating on the toll road. 

Drivers do not, in general, consciously assign 

a separate value to each of these benefits. 

However, since each is effective in influencing 

driver selection of route, each has a certain 

amount of attractiveness to users, which may 

be measured in monetary terms. 

The analysis was based upon the theory that 

through travelers using toll roads, where a free 

alternate route is available, pay a premium to 

do so because they expect to benefit by an 

amount at least equal to the toll charge. The 

benefits received would be one or more of the 

following types of benefit: Reduced operating 

costs, reduced accident expectancy and costs, 

time saving, and increased driving comfort and 

convenience. The value of the first two of 

these benefits can be estimated: Operating cost 

saving, on the basis of the fuel consumption 

difference on the two routes; accident cost 

saving, on the basis of published accident rate 

and accident cost reports. The problem is to 

arrive at a value of the other two benefits— 

time saving and increased driver comfort— 

on the basis of estimated values of the first 

two benefits, and a known toll charge pre- 

sumably paid to obtain these benefits. 
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Table 6.—Relative use of toll roads and comparable free roads; trip lengths, free road 
lanes, and toll road toll charges; and reduction in accident cost expectancy on toll roads 

Passenger cars originating 
at initial point 

Trip length 
Reduction in 
accident cost 

No. of 
traffic 

Section No. ! 
Using toll 

road 
Jsing free 
road 

1B 

Percent 
using toll 

road 

expectancy on 
toll road 2 

lanes on 
Toll free road 
road 

Free 
road 

64 
81 
21 
35 
65 

67 

51 
78 

2, 176 

ache Cents 
130 
60 

30 
75 

370 1 Or LY GO 00 UA RAN Ror aan 

20 
100 
90 
85 
30 

245 
140 
120 

Ww woO0O oO Nwmnwwtr Yon 

RWWA NoOwWWH 

1 See table 2 for routes and terminal points of comparison sections. : 
2 Based on unit accident cost expectancy of 0.07 cent per vehicle-mile on toll routes and 0.17 cent on routes without access 

control. 

A difficulty which complicated the problem 

of evaluating time saving and driver comfort 

benefits was selection of a suitable unit with 

which to measure driving comfort. A minute 

of time could be used to measure time saving 

but there was no similar unit for measuring 

improvement of driving comfort. However, 

it is generally recognized that uniformity of 

driving speed is a characteristic of good driv- 

ing conditions. Most of the highway factors 

that cause driver annoyance such as traffic 

lights and sharp curves cause vehicles to 

change speed, frequently causing them to 

reduce speed to a full stop. These consider- 

ations lead to the selection of the speed change 

unit of 1 m.p.h., already mentioned in con- 

nection with table 4, as the unit of driving 

discomfort. Each speed change unit elim- 

inated through highway improvement is 

therefore considered a unit of driving com- 

fort improvement. In determining the num- 

ber of units of speed change for a highway, 

only variations in speed where the speed 

change was more than 3 m.p.h. were included 

since variations up to about this magnitude 

are typical of normal driving under the best 

of conditions. Using speed change units as 

a measure of driving discomfort, the driving 

discomfort of a section of highway is the 

arithmetic sum of all speed changes on that 

section of road, neglecting all single speed 

changes of 3 m.p.h. or less. The unit value 

of improved driving comfort is taken in this 

analysis to be the value to users of each speed 

change unit of 1 m.p.h. saved through highway 

improvement. 

The data obtained at each of the 14 toll 

route comparison sections are summarized for 

the analysis of the motorist’s evaluation of 

time saving and increased driving comfort in 

tables 6 and 7. Since at each comparison 

section a series of trips were made on both 

the free route and toll route, all cost data are 

given in these tables as differences between 

the values for a free route trip and a toll route 

trip. For this purpose each free route trip 

was paired with a toll route trip and the value 
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of the differences in time consumption, speed 

change units, and fuel cost, as well as total 

cost differences, are shown for these com- 

parison trip pairs in table 7. For each com- 

parison section there were two or three 

comparison trip pairs, identified by the letters 

A, B, and C. 

Accident cost expectancy 

In table 6 are presented data on the per- 

centage of drivers electing to use the toll 

route, the trip lengths, both of the toll and 

free routes, the number of traffic lanes on 

the free routes, the toll charge on the toll 

roads, and the reduction in accident cost 

expectancy on the toll roads as compared 

with the free routes. The percentage of 

drivers electing to travel by toll route was 

determined from the interviews, using only 

the drivers on the compared routes whose 

trip origins were at the initial points of the 

compared sections. 

The saving in accident cost expectancy for 

operation on the toll route as shown in table 

6 is the difference in the average cost of acci- 

dents for a passenger car traversing the full 

length of each comparison section over the 

toll route as compared to operation over the 

free route. The accident expectancy cost of 

a passenger car on each route is the product of 

the route length in miles, the average accident 

rate of all types of accidents per vehicle-mile, 

and the average cost of a passenger-car acci- 

dent. The average accident rates used in 

these computations were 151 accidents per 

100 million vehicle-miles on toll roads and 332 

accidents per 100 million vehicle-miles on 

roads with no access control, as reported in 

The Federal Role in Highway Safety (4). 

The average cost of a passenger-car accident 

on primary rural routes with no control of 

access was determined as $521 per accident 

by a study of accident costs in Massachusetts 

in 1953 (6). Certain types of accidents that 

occur on such highways very seldom happen 

on divided controlled-access highways (such 

as the toll roads), including head-on collisions, 

head-on side-swipe collisions, and collisions 

with bicycles and scooters. While separate 

data on such accidents were not available for 

primary rural routes alone, unpublished infor- 

mation from the Massachusetts accident study 

showed that for primary and secondary rural 

highways combined the average cost of such 

accidents amounted to $33. Using this value 

as the saving in average passenger-car accident 

cost achieved through the elimination of the 

accident types mentioned as unlikely to occur 

on toll roads, the average cost of an accident 

on toll routes is derived as $521—$33= $488. 

Cost differences 

The cost differences for operating over the 

routes of each comparison section are given in 

table 7 for each comparison trip pair. The 
total additional cost for operation on the toll 

route as compared to operation on the free 

Table 7.—Cost differences for operation on 
toll road as compared to alternate free road 

Savings or additional costs for oper- 
ating on toll road as compared to 
free road 2 

Section No. 
and trip 
pairs 1 

Addi- 
tional 
fuel 
cost 

AF 

Total 
addi- 
tional 
costs 3 

AM 

Saving 
in speed 
change 
units 

AD 

Saving 
in time 

Cents 
NO 
125.9 
119.9 

| 
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1 See table 2 for routes and terminal points of comparison 
sections. A comparison trip pair consists of one toll road 
trip and one free road trip. 

2 Savings in time and speed change units and additional 
fuel cost are for full trip length. 

3 Total additional costs AM=R-+AF—AA. Values for 
R and AA appear in table 6, and are identical for all trip 
pairs on a given route section. 

. 
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route, for each comparison pair, is found by 

use of the formula: 

, 
is AM=R—AA+AF, 

where AM is the additional cost of operation 

on the toll road, R is the toll charge on the 

toll road, AA is the reduction in accident cost 

expectancy for operation on the toll road 

(table 6), and AF is the additional fuel cost 

for operation on the toll road. The values 

for savings in time and speed change units, 

and the additional fuel costs, all reported in 

table 7, were derived from the data collected 

by the study vehicle. 

_ Unit time and speed change yalues 

The motorists at the initial points of each 

comparison section who wish to travel the 

full distance from the initial point to the end 

point of a comparison section are faced with 

the choice between two alternatives: (1) To 

use the toll road and pay the extra cost 

AM but save an amount of time, AT, and a 

number of speed change units (driving com- 

fort), AD; or (2) to use the free road and put 

up with the additional time consumption and 

speed changes but save the total cost differ- 

ence, AM. For the analysis, the percentage of 

drivers who elected to use the toll road at 

each location is represented by P, as given 

in table 6. 

The first step undertaken in the analysis 

of the data to obtain estimates of f, the value 

the average motorist places on the saving of 

one minute of trip time, and s, the value 

of saving one unit of speed change, was the 

establishment of a relationship between these 

unknowns and the study data, AM, AT, AD, 

and 7, where: 

r= P/(100—P). 

Equations defining a model of the relation- 

ship between these variables were presented 

by Nathan Cherniack at a workshop conference 

on economic analysis held in Washington, 

D.C., in September 1959 (7). The following 

simple equation is an adaptation of Cherniack’s 

work appropriate to this analysis as developed 

by G. P. St. Clair, Director of the Bureau of 

Public Roads Highway Cost Allocation Study: 

+AM=-—u log r—tAT—sAD. 

Mr. St. Clair’s derivation of this equation is 

presented as an appendix to this report 

(see below). 

The values of ¢ and s were arrived at by 

substituting the values of AM, AT, AD, and 

The following is a derivation of a simple 

equation relating time saving, saving in speed 

change units, and cost difference for operation 

on a toll road rather than a free road, and the 
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r (the latter being derived from P/100—P) 

from tables 6 and 7, in a series of equations 

of the above form and solving by multiple 

regression. Only data for runs at study loca- 

tions where the free routes are 2-lane roads 

were included in the equations. It was con- 

sidered best not to include data for both 

2-lane and 4-lane free roads in the equation 

for one multiple regression solution because 

of the differences in travel characteristics 

on the two types of road. Of particular con- 

cern was the fact that passing maneuvers 

measured by the amount of speed change 

represent a greater annoyance to drivers on 

2-lane roads than they do on 4-lane roads. 

The data used in the multiple regression 

solution are those determined for the 27 

comparison trip pairs of the 10 comparison 

sections where the free routes are 2-lane 

roads (see table 6). 

The computations of the values of ¢ and s 

by multiple regression analysis were made by 

Nathan Lieder, statistician for the Office of 

Research of the Bureau of Public Roads. The 

values of ¢ and s, together with the confidence 

limits on the 95-percent level of accuracy, 

were found to be the following: 

t=2.365 cents per minute+0.059 cent. 

s=0.048 cent per speed change unit 

+ 0.062 cent. 

The estimate of the motorist’s evaluation of 

a minute of time saved is thus 2.37 cents on 

the basis of the data collected for this study, 

which agrees fairly well with the estimate 

recommended by the American Association of 

State Highway Officials, 2.58 cents per minute 

(3). 
The estimate of the value to motorists of 

the elimination of one speed change unit (a 1 

m.p.h. change in speed) is 0.05 cent. The 

variance of this estimate, +0.06 cent, is very 

high, however, and appears to indicate that 

driver discomfort is not fully measured by 

speed change units. Certain anomalies in the 

data and general observations of the field crew 

of this study also indicate that driver dis- 

comfort is greater than shown by the number 

of speed change units. For example, one 

obviously annoying traffic condition is for a 

motorist to have to trail a slow-moving vehicle 

for many miles on a 2-lane road before finding 

an opportunity to pass. The trailing driver, 

forced to travel at a slow but uniform speed, 

is annoyed because his speed is controlled by 

another driver and because he knows that to 

gain relief he must pass on a 2-lane road, 

which in itself is annoying. However, this 

distress is not reflected in speed change units. 

It is evident, therefore, that further inves- 

tigation is needed: First, to obtain more data 

APPENDIX 

percentage of traffic using the toll road, to 

user evaluations of a minute of time saving 

and a 1 m.p.h. reduction in amount of speed 

change. 

on speed changes on route comparison sections; 

and second, to incorporate into the analysis 

of the motorist’s evaluation of relief from 

driving annoyance, other measures (of annoy- 

ance) in addition to speed change units. In 

connection with the latter, further analysis is 

planned to exploit field data on the trailing 

operations of the study vehicle on 2-lane 

roads which were collected for this study but 

not contained in this report. 

The value to passenger-car users of a minute 

of time saving (2.37 cents) is considered 

accurate since the average number of units of 

time saving (minutes) can be directly meas- 

ured. The analysis thus gives an accurate 

distribution between the items of time saving 

and reduced driving annoyances of the average 

passenger-car user’s evaluation of the sum of 

these two benefits. The relatively high value 

arrived at for each unit of speed change saving 

(0.048 cent) is due to the allocation of the 

travel discomfort benefit value among only 

the number of speed change units saved, when 

it probably should be allocated among the 

number of speed change units saved plus an 

unknown number of other discomfort units 

saved. To the extent that the amount of 

driving discomfort not measured by number of 

speed change units is in any way related to the 

number of speed change units, the product of 

0.048 cent and the number of speed change 

units saved through highway improvement is 

a reasonable estimate of the value of the im- 

proved driving comfort benefit arising through 

the improvement. This estimate of the user’s 

evaluation of each 1 m.p.h. speed reduction 

may be used to approximate driving comfort 

benefits arising through improvements which 

reduce the number of speed change units on 

roads similar to those for which study data 

were obtained, primary rural roads without 

control of access. 

Impedance elimination yalues 

In table 4 the average numbers of speed 

change units associated with three imped- 

ances—a traffic signal stop, an access point 

where a through vehicle is slowed by an 

entering or leaving vehicle, and a sharp 

curve—are shown for operation in rural areas. 

Multiplying these values by the estimate of 

the average motorist’s evaluation of the elimi- 

nation of one speed change unit, 0.048 cent, 

gives the following estimates of the comfort 

and convenience benefits users receive through 

the given highway improvements: 

Elimination of a traffic signal stop in rural 

AUC Acie ee Pf eee ae eae 4.32 cents. 

Elimination of a sharp curve___ 0.72 cent. 

Elimination of a slowdown (for a through 

vehicle) at an access point_-_---- 0.96 cent. 

Assume that the number of daily round 

trips that will be made from a given origin O, 

to a given destination D, for a given purpose, 

can be represented by the following equation: 
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Vopr Ve x pox (Ces (1) 

where 

q=a coefficient related to the propensity 

to make trips. This value is im- 

material for present purposes. 

Vo=number of vehicles domiciled in zone 

of origin. 

Tpa=coefficient of attractiveness of the 

destination zone D for trips of the 

given purpose a. Then, if the pur- 

pose is home-to-work, this coefficient 

would be related to the number of 

employed persons in zone D. 

F(C) =a function of the average cost of trip, C. 

The number of trips for all purposes is given 

by the equation: 

Von=0 Vox Cl 

where 2J,=/J,+1,+1.+ 

of all trip purpose coefficients. 

Let the following represent the cost func- 

tion: 

. I,, the sum 

COPA irda ea NT apm an Sed Cl oe 

where h is a coefficient to account for the 

unknown effect of travel cost on driver trip 

decisions. 

This equation can be simplified by putting 

h=1, but this presumably would reduce its 

generality and force it to conform to a curve 

that the data might not fit. Furthermore, 

h=1 lacks generality, since if base e were used, 

it would produce a different function. 

In general this function behaves more or 

(1) Time and fuel consumption for highway- 

user benefit studies, by P. J. Claffey. Pusnic 

Roaps, vol. 31, No. 1, April 1960. 

(2) Operating characteristics of a passenger 

car on selected routes, by C. C. Saal. Pusuic 

Roaps, vol. 28, No. 9, August 1955. 

(3) Road User Benefit Analyses for Highway 

Improvement, informational report by AASHO 

Committee on Planning and Design Policies. 
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less as would be wished. If C is limited to 

positive values, as it should be, the function 

has its greatest value, one, when C=O; and 

thus the number of trips varies inversely with 

the cost. It is not a perfect function but it 

has the virtue of simplicity. 

The equation therefore takes the form: 

Viop=0 00 Oca la LO Re eee ee (3) 

Alternative routes—Equation 3 may be 

taken as applicable to all trips made from O 

to D, the cost C being taken as the average 

cost of the trip OD. There is, however, the 

problem of the distribution of the trips Vop 

among two or more alternative routes having 

different trip costs. The equation will pre- 

sumably hold for any one alternative, in 

relation to numbers of trips to other destina- 

tions. To assume that it holds for the dis- 

tribution of trips to the same destination 

among alternative routes, it is necessary to say 

that the distribution of motorists’ subjective 

appraisals of certain cost elements (values of 

time and driving comfort) is such that the 

distribution of trips among alternative routes 

between the same termini obeys the same cost 

function. 

If we reduce the subscript OD to O or D, 

according to the point of origin, and take the 

suffix numbers 1 and 2 for two alternative 

routes between O and D, we may write, for 

trips from O to D: 

Voi=aXVoX=Ip X 107-741 

Voo=GX Vo XZIp X10- 2 

_ Vor__ 10-1 
r Ol — ]{(Q—h(C1—-C2) 
° Vox 10- #02 
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American Association of State 

Officials, Washington, D.C., 1960. 

(4) Digital recording for highway research, 

by R. C. Hopkins. Pusuiic Roaps, vol. 31, 

No. 3, August 1960. 

(5) The Federal Role in Highway Safety, 

report of the Secretary of Commerce. House 
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Washington, D.C., 1959. 

Highway 

It becomes at once obvious that the result 

would be exactly the same for trips originating 

at D: 

r=ro=rp = 10-h(C1-C2) 

log r= —h(C1— C2) 

log r= —h(AC) 

log r= —h(AM+1tAT-+ sAD)~_ -_--- (4) 

where: 

AM=the net sum of measured cost differ- 

ences: operating cost, accident 

cost expectancy, and toll charge. 

AT =time difference. 

t=unit value of a minute of time saved. 

AD=difference in speed change units. 

s=unit value of a speed change unit 

eliminated. 

r= P/(100—P) 

P=percentage of sum of travelers on 

the two alternate routes who 

elect to use the toll road. 

The signs of the terms must be watched. If 

the free route is designated as route 1, then 

AM is likely to be negative and AT and AD are 

likely to be positive because measured costs 

are less on the free route, while time and driv- 

ing comfort costs are generally greater. 

Taking w=1/h, then, from equation (4): 

u log r= —AM—itAT—sAD; and 

AM=—u log r—taT—sAD_____ (5 

(6) The economic cost of traffic accidents in 

relation to the highway systems, by B. B. 

Twombly. Pusiic Roaps, vol. 31, No. 2, 

June 1960. 

(7) Effects of travel impedance costs, by 

Nathan Cherniack. Contained in Economic 

Analysis in Highway Programming, Location 

and Design, Special Report No. 56. Highway 

Research Board, Washington D.C., 1960. 
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Moisture Content Determination by the 
Calcium Carbide Gas Pressure Method 

BY THE DIVISION OF PHYSICAL RESEARCH 

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

Reported by ' JEROME R. BLYSTONE, ADRIAN PELZNER, 

and GEORGE P. STEFFENS, Highway Research Engineers 

A rapid, reliable method of determining soil moisture content in the field 

with a simple, portable apparatus is an important need in highway engineering. 

A commercially made device for this purpose, which shows great promise, 

measures moisture content indirectly by gaging the pressure of gas generated 

when calcium carbide reacts with the moisture in a small soil sample. Tests 

of the apparatus are described in this article, which includes calibration curves 

for relating the gage readings to moisture content derived by the oven-drying 

method. Test results varied with the time of mixing of the calcium carbide and 

soil, and a 3-minute mixing time is recommended. Time-temperature relations 

of the chemical reaction were observed, but no significance in this relation with 

respect to moisture content was found. 

Introduction 

QUICK AND ACCURATE METHOD 

of determining moisture contents in soil 

materials has long been one of the goals of 

soil engineers. Researchers have devoted 

much effort in developing gravimetric, chemi- 

cal, electrical, nuclear, penetrometer, tension, 

and thermal methods for the determination 

of the moisture content of soils. A chemical 

1 Presented at the 40th annual meeting of the Highway 

Research Board, Washington, D.C., January 1961. 

2 See Bibliography on Methods for Determining Soil Moisture, 

by M. D. Shaw and W. ©. Arble, Pennsylvania State Uni- 

versity, Engineering Research Bulletin B-78, 1959, 

ss 

Figure 1.—Moisture tester. 
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method using calcium carbide as a reagent 

is showing great promise. 

The principle involved in this chemical 

method for moisture determination is that a 

given quantity of moisture will react with 

calcium carbide to produce a specific volume 

of gas (acetylene). The reaction is as follows: 

CaC,+2H,O=Ca(OH).+ C,H». Based on this 

principle, a device was developed in England 

that confined in a pressure vessel the gas 

produced from this reaction. The gas pres- 

sure is read on a gage located on one end of 

the pressure vessel, the gage being calibrated 

to read in percentage of moisture based on the 

wet weight of the sample. 

Although the device has been used in Eng- 

land for several years for moisture deter- 

minations of foundry sand, it has only been 

used by highway engineers in the United 

States for about 2 years. This article de- 

scribes the results of a study by the Bureau 

of Public Roads to determine the accuracy 

and usefulness in highway soil testing of a 

commercially manufactured “moisture tester.” 

Apparatus and Testing Procedure 

The moisture tester is a hollow aluminum 

vessel having a pressure gage on one end and 

a cap with a clamping arrangement on the 

other. The manufacturer makes two sizes 

of moisture testers, one for a 6-gram sample 

and the other for a 26-gram sample. Only the 

larger device, having an approximate length 

of 14 inches, a cylinder diameter of 6 inches, 

and a weight of 3.7 pounds, was used in this 

study. This moisture tester is shown in 

figure 1. The tester with its auxiliary equip- 

ment—a carrying case, a tared scale for 

weighing the sample to be tested, a small 

scoop for measuring the calcium carbide, and 

a table to convert the moisture percentage to 

the dry weight basis used in soils work—is 

illustrated in figure 2. 

Figure 2.—Moisture tester with accessories. 
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Figure 3,—Moisture content determined by moisture tester as related to temperature. 

Preliminary tests using the procedure 

recommended by the manufacturer indicated 

that some changes in method were desirable. 

Consequently, a variety of soil samples passing 

the No. 4 sieve, and ranging from group A-2 

through group A-7, were used in a procedure 
study. 

The soil samples were tested at varying 

moisture contents in the moisture tester and 

by the standard oven-dry procedure. To 

arrive Jat a procedure that would give 
moisture contents as close as possible to those 
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determined by oven drying, tests were per- 

formed using varying combinations of shaking 

time, amount of reagent, and types (shape, 

size, and weight) of pulverizers to break up 

clay lumps. The most effective pulverization 

of clay lumps was obtained by placing two 

14-inch steel balls, weighing 0.4 pound each, 

in the moisture tester with the soil sample and 

calcium carbide, and agitating the device. 

The procedure adopted for use of the moisture 
tester as a result of these trials is outlined in 

the appendix, page 181, 

Temperature Study 

The chemical reaction of the calcium carbide 

with the moisture in some soils caused a rapid 

rise in temperature in the moisture tester, and 

it was decided to study this thermal effect 

more fully. An experimental program was 

undertaken to determine if a correlation could 

be established between temperature and mois- 

ture tester readings. Eleven soils, ranging 

from group A-—2-4(0) to group A-—7—5(20), 
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Table 1.—Physical characteristics 

_ |AASHO soil 

were selected for these tests. 

_ teristics are given in table 1. 

of soils 
used in temperature study 

Range of 
moisture 
contents 
tested 2 

Liquid 
limit 

Plasticity 
index 

Optimum 
moisture 
content | 

classification 

Percent 
A-2-4(0) 414 

A-3(0) NP 49 

Percent 
8. 8-16. 9 

Some Us 

A-4(2) 
A-4(2) 10 
A-4(8) 
A-4(3) 

417 . 8-22. 
. 8-15. 2 
. 6-19. 8 

A-5(8) 

A~7-5(6) 
A-7-5(14) 
A-7-5(19) 
A-7-5(20) 

1 AASHO Designation T 99-57, Method A. 
2 Moisture contents determined by standard oven-dry 

method. 
3 Nonplastic. 
4 Estimated optimum moisture content. 

Their charac- 

A thermometer was taped to the outer sur- 

face of the moisture tester at about the mid- 

point of the cylinder. Although the thermom- 

eter was insulated from external temperatures, 

‘it was recognized that the temperature re- 

corded was not the actual temperature inside 

the moisture tester. However, for purposes 

of determining whether a correlation existed 

between temperature and moisture tester 

readings, it was not considered essential to 

know the actual inside temperature of the 

moisture tester. 

After adding water to the soil, the moisture 

content was determined by (1) the standard 

oven-dry method, and (2) the moisture tester, 

‘using the procedure described in the appendix 

except that readings were taken at 1-minute 

intervals. When a soil was tested in the mois- 

ture tester, the initial temperature prior to 

the mixing of the soil and the calcium carbide 

was recorded, then the soil and chemical were 

mixed, and readings of the pressure gage and 

thermometer were recorded at 1-minute inter- 

vals until the temperature returned to within 

5° F. of the initial temperature. 

In this series of tests, moisture was added to 

the selected soil in increments of about 2 per- 

centage points until the moisture content was 

past the optimum moisture content. Two 

successive tests were performed with the 

moisture tester for each increment of moisture 

tested. The readings of such duplicate tests 

were often identical or within 0.1 percentage 

point of each other, and most were within 0.5 

percentage point of each other. The range 

of moisture contents tested for each soil is 

shown in table 1. If the moisture contents of 

the soils exceeded the limit of the pressure 

gage, half-sized samples (13 grams) were used 

and the percentage indicated on the gage was 

then doubled. There were 1,598 recordings 

of temperature and moisture tester readings 

for the selected soils in this temperature study. 

The moisture tester readings were converted 

to a dry weight basis using the converison 

chart supplied by the manufacturer. For each 

test, diagrams of moisture content as related 

to temperature were plotted for 1-minute inter- 

vals until the temperature returned to within 

about 5 degrees of its initial value. The 

oven-dry moisture content was also plotted as 

a dashed vertical line on each diagram. Some 

typical diagrams are shown in figure 3. 

The curves all fall to the right of the oven- 

dry moisture content line, indicating that the 

moisture contents as determined by the mois- 

ture tester were greater than as determined 

by oven drying. The greatest moisture con- 

tent values were at the l-minute moisture 

tester observations. Those moisture content 

determinations made from the moisture tester 

observations at 4, 5, and 6 minutes more 

nearly approach the oven-dry moisture content 

Table 2.—Comparison of moisture contents by moisture tester and oven drying 

Moisture content determined by— Moisture content 
difference ! 

AASHO soil classification Dial reading on Calibration curves 
moisture tester Oven 

drying 1 minute 3 minute 

1 minute 3 minute 1 minute 3 minute 

Percentage | Percentage 
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent point point 

5.0 5.0 5. 4 5.1 ie 0.1 0. 2 
LAE Vat See ee Ss LOG 10.5 11.4 11.3 11.2 — .2 —.1 

13.8 13.8 15.1 15.4 16. 7 0 .3 

8.9 8.7 9.5 9.3 9.1 — .4 — .2 
BNE 45) Rede nc ee ee ee ed, 12.5 12.3 13.5 13.6 13.5 .0 — .l 

18.0 17.6 20. 5 20.6 20.1 — .4 — 1h 

11.8 11.6 12.6 12.6 12.8 a2 #2 
GUL) ae eee ee eee 16:2 14.9 16.7 16.8 16. 6 — .2 — .3 

19,2 18.7 22.0 22. 1 21.4 — .6 — .7 

14. 4 14.0 ine vi 15.6 15.6 —.l1 <Q 
A —O(O) 2 sen eee ee 18.9 18.3 21.6 21.5 20. 4 —1.2 —1.1 

22. 4 21.9 26. 7 26.8 26.7 0 —.1 

19.6 19. 4 22.6 Doe 24.5 1.9 1.4 
FAT O) eo) pate ee ate Sea 23.0 22.6 PUA 28.1 28.9 12 .8 

27.0 26.4 34, 2 34. 0 35. 0 8 £0 

J 22.4 22.2 26.8 27.5 29.0 2.2 1.5 
LSE EING fod eee Steen 2522 24.8 31.2 31.4 32.4 1.2 0 
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1 Deviation of moisture content determined by moisture tester and calibration curve from oven-dry moisture content. 
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of the soil than those at lesser time intervals. 

It was anticipated that a relation might exist 

between the peak points of the curves and the 

oven-dry moisture contents, but no 

relation could be determined. 

such 

Calibration Curves 

The moisture content data from this temper- 

ature-moisture test program were used in de- 

veloping two calibration curves for conversion 

of moisture tester readings to the equivalent 

of moisture contents obtained by oven drying. 

Tests covering a range of moisture contents 

from 4.3 to 41.9 percent were used in devel- 

oping these calibration curves, shown in figure 

4. The moisture tester readings at 1 minute 

and 3 minutes are plotted against oven-dry 

moisture contents. The 1-minute readings 

were selected for a calibration curve since the 

first recordings of the pressure gage of the 

moisture tester were taken at 1 minute. A 

calibration curve was developed for the 3- 

minute readings since this time was not con- 

sidered to be excessive for running tests in 

the field and was adequate for the reaction of 

the calcium carbide to occur with moisture in 

clay soils. Either 13- or 26-gram samples 

were used in the development of the curves. 

In order to establish the validity of the 

calibration curves and to compare the devia- 

tions using the l- and 38-minute curves, six 

additional soil samples were selected for 

moisture testing. Each sample was tested 

at moisture contents bracketing the optimum 

(AASHO Designation T 99). The oven-dry 

moisture content was determined for each 

moisture increment added to the six soils. 

Using the moisture tester readings at 1 and 

3 minutes and the 1- and 3-minute calibration 

curves (fig. 4), a predicted oven-dry moisture 

content was determined. These predicted 

values, along with the actual oven-dry values, 

and the deviation between them, are shown 

in table 2. 

The moisture content values obtained from 

the 3-minute readings tended to be more 

accurate than those for l-minute readings. 

For example, the A-7-5(20) soil had the 

greatest deviations from true moisture content, 

but the deviation of corrected moisture-tester 

values from oven-dry moisture content was 

2.2 percentage points for the 1-minute reading 

and only 1.5 percentage points for the 3- 

minute reading. The average deviation for 

the 1-minute corrected readings was 0.7 per- 

centage point, while the average deviation 

for the 3-minute corrected readings was 0.5 

percentage point—only a 0.2 percentage- 

point difference. Nevertheless, it is recom- 

mended that the moisture tester readings be 

taken at the end of 3 minutes, particularly for 

clay samples, to ensure complete reaction of 

the ealecium carbide with the moisture, and 

thus greater accuracy. 

Conclusions and Applications 

The moisture tester has been in use in the 

soils laboratory of the Bureau of Public Roads 

for over a year. It has proven to be a sturdy, 

dependable, and reasonably accurate instru- 

ment, and above all, fast and easy to operate. 

It is believed that by using the procedure 
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MOISTURE TESTER—DIRECT READINGS IN PERCENT 
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Figure 4.—Calibration curves for 1- and 3-minute moisture tester readings. 

outlined in the appendix, even an _ inex- 

perienced operator will become proficient in 

a short time. By using the 38-minute calibra- 

tion curve in figure 4, direct moisture tester 

readings can be converted to a dry weight 

basis, and a moisture content value obtained 

that agrees closely with that obtained by 

oven drying. 

Inasmuch as the calibration curve was 

developed for the specific moisture tester 

device tested, it is not known that the curve 

is applicable to each tester made by the 

manufacturer. Consequently, a highway de- 

partment or other agency that purchases this 

type of moisture tester either should perform 

check tests with each device to determine 

that the calibration curve in figure 4 is ap- 
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plicable, or should develop a calibration curve 

for the specific moisture tester and local soils. 

The calibration curve could be used to 

design a dial with values of moisture content 

on a dry weight basis, which would expedite 

moisture content determinations and eliminate 

possible errors in reading the calibration curve. 

There are many applications of the moisture 

tester in highway engineering. It is well 

suited for the control of materials and con- 

struction practices where reasonable accuracy 

and rapid operations are required. The 

moisture tester can also be used as a quick 

check for field laboratory tests involving 

moisture content determinations. Among the 

possible applications of the moisture tester 

are the following: 

Site locations.—In-place density tests; auger 

and split-spoon samples; sands used in con-— 

crete mixtures; and proper moisture content 

for earthwork. 

Field laboratory.—Uygroscopie moisture; 

development of compaction curves; and low- 

value liquid and plastie limits. 

Thirty-four State highway departments 

have reported that they have made _ tests 

with the calcium-carbide moisture tester and 

several are using the testers in construction 

control. This interest by the State highway 

departments appears to indicate that the 

calcium-carbide moisture tester is rapidly 

being accepted by the construction industry 

and the engineering profession. 
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Appendix—PROCEDURE FOR USE OF 26-GRAM MOISTURE TESTER '! 

1. Place three measures (approximately 22 

grams) of calcium carbide and two 14-inch 

steel balls in the large chamber of the moisture 

tester. 

1 This procedure is for the 26-gram sized moisture tester. 

If the moisture content of the 26-gram soil sample exceeds the 

limit of the pressure gage, a half-sized sample can be used; 

the percentage indicated on the dialis then doubled. Since 

the sample to be tested is relatively small (13 or 26 grams), 

care must be taken to obtain a representative soil sample. 

New Publications 
Construction Specifications for 

Federal Highway Projects 

The Bureau of Public Roads has recently 

published a new edition of Standard Specifi- 

cations for Construction of Roads and Bridges on 

Federal Highway Projects. As indicated by 

the title, the book is intended primarily for use 

in the construction of Federal road and bridge 

projects under the direct supervision of the 

Bureau. Such projects include work for which 

Public Roads receives direct appropriations, 

as for major highways through National 

Forests, and work performed by Public Roads 

for other Federal agencies. 

The new publication, which for simplified 

reference is identified as FP-—61, supersedes 

the 1957 edition commonly known as FP-57. 

Numerous changes have been made in an 

effort to provide up-to-date specifications for 

those items of work and materials and con- 

struction methods that are generally appli- 

cable to direct Federal highway contracts. 

As examples, thicknesses with tolerances are 

now to be shown for all pavement items; the 

use of diesel hammers is permitted for pile 

PUBLIC ROADS e Voi. 31, No. 8 

2. Using the tared scale, weigh a 26-gram 

sample of soil.! 

3. Place the soil sample in the cap; then, 

with the pressure vessel in a horizontal posi- 

tion, insert the cap in the pressure vessel and 

tighten the clamp to seal the cap to the unit. 

4. Raise the moisture tester to a vertical 

position so the soil in the cap falls into the 

pressure vessel. 

5. Holding the moisture tester horizontally, 

manually rotate the device for 10 seconds so 

driving; and the radiograph method of check- 

ing welds in steel structures is recognized. 

During the revision of the old specifications, 

the material was reviewed by both field and 

office engineers of the Bureau of Public Roads 

and by committees representing national 

organizations of contractors and of producers 

and suppliers of materials and equipment, 

Over a thousand different comments and sug- 

gestions were received from these sources. 

The benefits of these comments and sugges- 

tions are reflected in the new book. 

The 371-page publication is available from 

the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov- 

ernment Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C., 

at $2.25 per copy. 

The FP-61 specifications are not required or 

intended to be used in Federal-aid highway 

work performed by the States with funds 

administered by the Bureau of Public Roads 

since, as prescribed in the basic Federal-aid 

highway legislation, each State prepares its 

own specifications for Federal-aid highway 

construction, subject to approval by Public 

Roads. However, these specifications will un- 

doubtedly be of interest to specifications 

writers in particular and to most engineers 

in highway design and construction, as well as 

to engineering students. 

that the steel balls are put into orbit around 

the inside circumference, and then rest for 

20 seconds. Repeat the shake—-rest cycle for 

a total of 3 minutes. Do not allow the steel 

balls to fall against either the cap or the orifice 

leading to the dial, since this might cause 

damage. 

6. Read the pressure gage of the moisture 

tester and determine the moisture content of 

the soil on a dry-weight basis from the eali- 

bration curve. 

Highway Statistics, 1959 

The Bureau of Public Roads has recently 

published Highway Statistics, 1959, the fif- 

teenth in this annual series. The new bulletin 

presents the 1959 statistical and analytical 

tables of general interest on motor fuel, motor 

vehicles, highway-user taxation, State and 

local highway finance, highway mileage, and 

Federal aid for highways. The 153-page bulle- 

tin may be purchased from the Superintendent 

of Documents, Government Printing Office, 

Washington 25, D.C., at $1.00 per copy. 

Earlier annual issues of the series, and a sum- 

mary of Highway Statistics to 1955, are avail- 

able from the Superintendent of Documents 

as indicated on the inside back cover of 

Pusuiic Roaps. 

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 

Devices 

The Bureau of Public Roads is receiving 

many requests regarding the availability of the 

new edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic 

Control Devices for Streets and Highways, the 

preparation of which was undertaken last 

year. It is expected that the printing will be 

completed about June 30. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
of the Bureau of Public Roads 

A list of the more important articles in Pustic Roanps and title 

sheets for volumes 24-30 are available wpon request addressed to 

Bureau of Public Roads, Washington 25, D.C. 

The following publications are sold by the Swperintendent of 

Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. 

Orders should be sent direct to the Superintendent of Documents. 

Prepayment is required. 

ANNUAL REPORTS 

Annual Reports of the Bureau of Public Roads: 

1951, 35 cents. 1952, 25 cents. 1955, 25 cents. 1958, 30 cents. 

1959, 40 cents. 1960, 35 cents. (Other years are now out of 

print.) 

REPORTS TO CONGRESS 

Factual Discussion of Motortruck Operation, Regulation and 

Taxation (1951). 30 cents. 

Federal Role in Highway Safety, House Document No. 93 (1959). 

60 cents. 

Highway Cost Allocation Study: 

First Progress Report, House Document No. 106 (1957). 

39 cents. 

Final Report, Parts I-V, House Document No. 54 (1961). 

70 cents. 

Final Report, Part VI: Economic and Social Effects of High- 

way Improvement, House Document No. 72 (1961). 

25 cents. 

Progress and Feasibility of Toll Roads and Their Relation to the 

Federal-Aid Program, House Document No. 139 (1955). Out 

of print. 

Public Utility Relocation Incident to Highway Improvement, 

House Document No. 127 (1955) Out of print. 

The 1961 Interstate System Cost Estimate, House Document 

No. 49 (1961). 20 cents. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Catalog of Highway Bridge Plans (1959). $1.00. 

Classification of Motor Vehicles, 1956-57. 75 cents. 

Design Capacity Charts for Signalized Street and Highway Inter- 

sections (reprint from Pusitc Roaps, Feb. 1951). 25 cents. 

Federal Laws, Regulations, and Other Material Relating to 

Highways (1960). $1.00. 

Financing of Highways by Counties and Local Rural Govern- 

ments: 1942-51. 75 cents. 

Highway Bond Calculations (1936). 10 cents. 

Highway Capacity Manual (1950). $1.00. 

Highway Statistics (published annually since 1945): 

1955, $1.00. 1956, $1.00. 1957, $1.25. 1958, $1.00. 1959, 

$1.00. 

Highway Statistics, Summary to 1955. $1.00. 

Highway Transportation Criteria in Zoning Law (1960). 35 cents. 

Highways of History (1939). 25 cents. 

Hydraulics of Bridge Waterways (1960). 40 cents. 

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and High- 

ways (1948) (¢ncluding 1954 revisions supplement). $1.25. 

Revisions to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 

for Streets and Highways (1954). Separate, 15 cents. 

Parking Guide for Cities (1956). 55 cents. 

Road-User and Property Taxes on Selected Motor Vehicles, 1960. 

30 cents. 

Results of Physical Tests of Road-Building Aggregate (1953). 

$1.00. 

Selected Bibliography on Highway Finance (1951). 60 cents. 

Specifications for Aerial Surveys and Mapping by Photogram- 

metric Methods for Highways, 1958: a reference guide outline. 

75 cents. 

Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges 

on Federal Highway Projects, FP-61 (1961). $2.25. 

Standard Plans for Highway Bridge Superstructures (1956). $1.75. 

The Identification of Rock Types (revised edition, 1960). 20 

cents. 

The Role of Aerial Surveys in Highway Engineering (1960). 40 

cents. 

Transition Curves for Highways (1940). $1.75. 
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